PLANNING APPLICATION NUMBER:P10/1066
Type of approval sought

Tree Preservation Order

Ward

SEDGLEY

Applicant

Mr Stephen Cox

Location:

183, NORTHWAY, SEDGLEY, DUDLEY, DY3 3RE

Proposal

FELL 1 NO. SILVER BIRCH TREE AND 1 NO. CHERRY TREE.

Recommendation REFUSE
Summary:

TREE PRESERVATION ORDER NO: D686 (2002) – T14 & T15
SITE AND SURROUNDINGS
1.

The trees subject to this application are an early mature birch tree and a mature
rowan tree located in the side garden of 183 Northway, Sedgley. The trees are
prominently visible form both Northway and Eversley Grove. Due to their visibility it
is considered that the trees provide a moderate to high amount of amenity o the
surrounding area.

PROPOSAL
2.

Summary of proposals for the works as written on application form is as follows:
•

3.

4.

Fell 1 sycamore and 1 rowan tree.

The application originally proposed to fell a cherry tree. However on inspection the
tree in question was found to be a rowan tree.
The trees have been marked on the attached plan.

HISTORY
5.

There have been no previous Tree Preservation Order applications on these sites.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION
6.

No public representations have been received.

ASSESSMENT
Tree(s) Appraisal

Tree Structure
TPO No
Species
Height (m)
Spread (m)
DBH (mm)
Canopy Architecture
Overall Form
Age Class

Tree 1
T14
Silver Birch
10m
6m
2 x 170mm
Moderate
Moderate / Good

Tree 2
T15
Rowan
8m
6m
2 x 200mm
Moderate
Good / Moderate

Mature

Mature

Yng / EM / M / OM / V

Structural Assessment
Trunk / Root Collar
Scaffold Limbs
Secondary Branches
% Deadwood
Root Defects
Root Disturbance
Other
Failure Foreseeable
Imm / Likely / Possible / No

Good / moderate – slight cavity not
considered to be structurally significant
at this time.
Good
Good
3%
None Evident
None Evident
Whole

Whole

No

No

Good
Good
Good
3%
None evident
None Evident
Whole

Whole

No

No

Vigour Assessment
Vascular Defects
Foliage Defects
Leaf Size
Foliage Density
Other

None Evident
None Evident
Good
Good

None evident
Cameraria infestation
Good
Good

Good
Good
Good

Good
Good
Good

Light Obstruction
Physical Damage

Some
None Evident

Surface Disruption

None Evident

Debris
Amenity
Assessment
Visible
Prominence
Part of Wider
Feature?
Characteristic of Area
Amenity Value

Yes

Some
None Evident
Slight lifting of adjacent path – very
minor
Yes

Yes
Moderate / High

Yes
Moderate / High

No

No

Yes
Moderate / high

Yes
Moderate / High

Overall Assessment
Structure
Vigour
Overall Health
Other Issues

Further Assessment
7.

The applicant has proposed to fell the birch tree as it has become taller than the
house and is considered to have out grown its location. It is proposed to fell the
rowan tree (referred to as a cherry in the application) as there is evidence the roots
are disturbing block paved path to the house and are encroaching towards the house
foundations; and the branches of the trees are almost touching the property.

8.

On inspection both of the trees were found to be in a healthy condition with no major
defects present. There was a small cavity observed in the base of the birch tree
however this was not considered be significant in terms of tree’s structural stability.

9.

Whilst it is accepted that the birch tree is taller than the house and due to the
proximity is a substantial feature within the property plot. However it is not considered
that the size of the tree in relation to the property causes the applicant an
unreasonable amount of inconvenience. It is accepted that there is some pruning that
should be undertaken but it is not accepted that the tree needs to be felled due to its
size and proximity to the property. As such it is recommended that the application to
fell this tree is refused.

10. With regards to the roots of the rowan tree causing damage to the path way, on
inspection some very minor lifting of a block paver was noted, which could be
attributed to the tree. However the lifting was so slight that it is not considered that at
the moment it warrants any remedial works. Even if the lifting gets worse or becomes
more widespread it is considered that other potential solutions should be considered
prior to the felling of the tree.
11. With regard to the concern about the roots causing problems with the house
foundations; as tree related damage to properties depends on a wide range of
factors, and not the proximity of tree roots alone; and as no further information has
been provided to show that the trees are likely to cause any damage it is not
considered that the concern about the potential for damage is considered sufficient to
warrant the felling of the tree.
12. It is accepted that the branches of the tree are growing in close proximity to the house
and, as with the birch tree, this tree would benefit from some pruning. However it is
not considered that the proximity of the tree to the house is sufficient justification to
warrant the felling of the tree.
13. Overall it is not considered that the reasons put forwards for the felling of the trees
are sufficient to justify the detrimental impact on the amenity of the area that would
result form the felling. As such it is recommended that the application is refused.

CONCLUSION
14. The applicant has proposed to fell the trees due to their size and proximity to the
property; damage to the block paving and potential damage to the house foundations.
15. On inspection of the trees it is not considered that the grounds for the felling provided
by the application sufficiently justify the detrimental impact on the amenity that would
result form the felling of the trees. As such it is considered that the application should
be refused.
RECOMMENDATION
16.

It is recommended that application is refused for the reasons set out below.

Conditions and/or reasons:
1. The tree provides a moderate to high amount of amenity to the surrounding area
and users of Northway and Eversley Grove. The reasons for the application do not
sufficiently justify the detrimental affect on the local amenity that would result from
the proposed felling.

N

T2

T1

